INTRODUCTION
============

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide and the most common cause of irreversible blindness.[@b1-JOVR-08-199] Detection of glaucoma at its earliest stages is a major goal for clinicians and researchers. Standard achromatic perimetry (SAP) is an integral tool for early recognition of visual field loss. Among several limitations of SAP, the subjective nature of the test has led to interest in alternative, objective information provided by electrophysiological responses, especially those evoked by pattern stimulation.[@b2-JOVR-08-199]-[@b4-JOVR-08-199]

Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and their axons are primary targets in the pathophysiology of glaucoma[@b5-JOVR-08-199] and pattern electroretinography (PERG) has been shown to reflect RGC function.[@b6-JOVR-08-199] A number of studies have shown alterations of PERG in glaucoma[@b7-JOVR-08-199]-[@b9-JOVR-08-199], ocular hypertension[@b10-JOVR-08-199]-[@b11-JOVR-08-199] and experimental models of glaucoma[@b12-JOVR-08-199]-[@b14-JOVR-08-199]; there is also evidence supporting that PERG is able to predict progression of glaucomatous neuropathy before SAP[@b15-JOVR-08-199] and that it may detect early RGC dysfunction in glaucoma before visual field defects develop.[@b16-JOVR-08-199]

PERG is recorded noninvasively from the cornea when a high contrast checkerboard or grating pattern with equal alternating bright and dark elements is viewed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor. Generation of PERG waves is the consequence of non-linear responses produced by different levels of retinal illumination at adjacent points.[@b17-JOVR-08-199] The frequency of checkerboard reversal determines whether the transient response (\<6 reversals per second) or the steady-state response (\>10 reversals per second) is elicited. When transient PERG is elicited, the waveform consists of a positive (P50) and a negative (N95) component. Dissimilar spatial tuning properties of the positive and negative PERG components reflect their different origins.[@b18-JOVR-08-199]-[@b19-JOVR-08-199] Recent research on PERG in an animal model revealed that P50 originates from both spiking and non-spiking activity of ON and OFF pathways whereas the N95 wave originates from the spiking activity of RGCs.[@b6-JOVR-08-199]

Although the role of PERG in detecting glaucomatous damage has generally been accepted,[@b20-JOVR-08-199]-[@b21-JOVR-08-199] the mechanisms and patterns of PERG alterations in glaucoma suspects have not been well established. The purpose of this study was to evaluate PERG components in early manifest primary open angle glaucoma (EMPOAG) and glaucoma suspects (GSs) in comparison to normal controls.

METHODS
=======

Thirty-one eyes of 16 normal subjects with mean age of 40.42±12.1 (range, 26-59) years, 38 eyes of 20 GSs with mean age of 44.95±13.23 (range, 23-66) years, and 29 eyes of 15 patients with EMPOAG with mean age of 46.97±13.3 (range, 22-63) years were recruited.

Normal subjects had best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of at least 20/30, IOP less than 21mmHg, normal optic disc appearance and normal 24-2 SITA-standard SAP. GSs had signs suggestive of glaucomatous optic nerve damage (vertical cup to disc ratio \>0.7; vertical cup to disc ratio asymmetry ≥0.2, localized thinning of the neural rim, splinter disc hemorrhage, beta zone peripapillary atrophy) on fundus examination, but normal IOP and also normal SAP. EMPOAG patients had glaucomatous optic nerve damage together with abnormal SAP defined in the presence of at least two of the following three criteria: glaucoma hemifield test (GHT) "outside normal limits", pattern standard deviation outside the 95% normal limit, and a cluster of three points on the pattern deviation plot with p values less than 5% including one point with p value less than 1%.

Exclusion criteria for all subjects included angle closure glaucoma, high myopia (\>5D),[@b22-JOVR-08-199] ocular or systemic pathologies which may cause PERG abnormalities such as diabetes mellitus[@b23-JOVR-08-199] and retinal dystrophies,[@b24-JOVR-08-199] prior intraocular surgery except for uncomplicated cataract extraction, age less than 18 years or more than 65 years, unreliable SAP (\>33% ﬁxation loss, \> 20% false positive and false negative rates). Eyes with advanced visual field defects (MD\<-16 dB) or fixation threat, defined as differential light sensitivity of 10 dB or worse at either or both test points closest to the point of fixation in the upper and lower hemifields were also excluded.[@b25-JOVR-08-199]

All participants underwent a complete ophthalmologic examination including dry refraction and determination of BCVA, slit lamp biomicroscopy, Goldmann applanation tonometry, gonioscopy, and dilated stereoscopic fundus examination; these were followed (on a separate session) by ultrasonic pachymetry and SAP (Humphrey visual field analyzer 750, Carl-Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) using the SITA standard strategy, program 24-2. Each patient had previous experience with SAP (at least 2 reliable examinations within the previous 6 months).

A commercially available electrophysiology instrument (RETI-port/scan, Roland Consult, Brandenburg, Germany), was used to measure PERG responses. The stimulus was presented on a CRT monitor subtending 29 by 29 degrees of visual angle at a distance of 50 cm. The checkerboard had mean luminance of 120 cd/m2, contrast of 99% and check size of 0.8° or 16°. Temporal frequency was 4 Hz to evoke transient responses. PERG was recorded with corneal Dawson-Trick-Litzcow (DTL) electrodes placed near the lower limbus, and as reference, gold cup electrodes at the outer ipsilateral canthus according to International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) protocols.[@b26-JOVR-08-199] All subjects were asked to fixate on a small cross at the center of the screen. We analyzed the amplitudes and latencies of P50 and N95 in response to 0.8° and 16° checks.

Sample size was calculated based on the main outcome measure (N95 amplitude in response to small checks) which required 16 cases in each group to be able to determine a difference of at least 3 μv among the study groups with a 80% power when the standard deviation for the mentioned parameter in each group was assumed to be 3 μv.

To present data we used mean±SD, median and range. To compare the results after checking for normality of data based on the Kolmogorov- Smirnov test and box plots, the Kruskal-Wallis and chi-square tests were used. To consider the correlation of eyes in bilateral cases, the generalized estimating equation (GEE) analysis and for multiple comparisons the Bonferroni method were employed. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software version 21.0 (SPSS Co., Chicago, IL, USA). P-values less than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

[Table 1](#t1-JOVR-08-199){ref-type="table"} provides details on PERG data of the study groups. N95 latency in response to both small and large stimuli was significantly increased in both EMPOAG eyes and GSs as compared to controls (P\<0.001 for all comparisons). However, EMPOAG eyes and GSs were comparable in this regard (P=0.35, P=1.00, respectively). P50 latency was comparable among EMPOAG, GS and normal subjects in response to both large (P=0.193) and small checks (P=0.317).

N95 amplitude in response to small checks (0.8°) was significantly lower in EMPOAG eyes as compared to GSs and control eyes (P\<0.001 for both comparisons). N95 amplitude in response to large checks (16°) was significantly lower in EMPOAG eyes as compared to GSs (P=0.007) but not controls (P=0.06). P50 amplitude in response to small checks was significantly reduced in EMPOAG eyes as compared to GSs (P=0.03) and controls (P=0.02). Using large checks, these reductions were significant when compared to GSs (P=0.03) but not control eyes (P=0.3). GSs were comparable to normal controls in all amplitude parameters. [Figure 1](#f1-JOVR-08-199){ref-type="fig"} depicts three representative PERG tracings in a normal control, a GS, and a case of EMPOAG.

PERG ratio was computed by dividing N95 amplitude in response to 0.8° checks by the amplitude in response to 16° checks. This ratio was 1.09±0.21 in normal controls, 1.01±0.2 in GSs (P=0.5) and 0.89±0.28 in EMPOAG (P=0.004).

DISCUSSION
==========

PERG allows detection of small changes in the electrical activity of RGCs. In the current study, PERG revealed RGC dysfunction in both EMPOAG and GSs, however the pattern of abnormality was different: glaucoma suspects displayed increased latency while eyes with EMPOAG demonstrated both increased latency and reduced amplitudes.

Previous studies have reported significant reduction in PERG amplitudes in early glaucoma.[@b3-JOVR-08-199],[@b7-JOVR-08-199]-[@b27-JOVR-08-199] It has been demonstrated that the origin of the N95 wave is the RGC[@b4-JOVR-08-199],[@b19-JOVR-08-199] and that its amplitude may be an indirect measure of RGC population.[@b28-JOVR-08-199] Ventura et al[@b28-JOVR-08-199] stressed that RGC health is necessary for generation of PERG waves and reported a inverse correlation between N95 amplitude and the severity of glaucoma such that amplitude reduction was present in 19% of GSs versus 33% of EMPOAG patients. Later, in a longitudinal study progressive deterioration of RGC function in GS patients was confirmed by PERG parameters.[@b29-JOVR-08-199] According to North et al,[@b27-JOVR-08-199] N95 amplitude is sensitive for detecting diffuse damage in early POAG and able to detect RGC dysfunction before irreversible cell loss occurs; this matter was exemplified by more significant amplitude attenuation in early glaucoma as compared to OHT. Our results are in line with these studies in revealing reduced P50 and N95 amplitude in response to both large and small checks in EMPOAG. Amplitude reduction in manifest glaucoma may reflect both missing and sick RGCs.

Amplitude reduction was not observed in GS patients in the current study. This discrepancy with previous studies may be due to use of different recording techniques. Ventura et al recorded steady state responses in their studies[@b9-JOVR-08-199],[@b28-JOVR-08-199]-[@b29-JOVR-08-199] as compared to the standard transient PERG employed in the present study. High reversal (\>16 reversals/second) pattern stimuli pose a metabolic challenge to RGCs[@b30-JOVR-08-199] which may be the cause of greater amplitude reduction at higher temporal frequencies in glaucoma.[@b20-JOVR-08-199] Reduced ability to follow high temporal frequency stimuli represents altered temporal properties of the visual system. In transient PERG, this alteration becomes manifest as increased latency rather than decreased amplitude. Another possible reason for this discrepancy is that the number of RGCs varies widely, from 777,000 to 1.7 million in normal eyes,[@b31-JOVR-08-199] which may result in large amplitude variability among normal subjects.[@b32-JOVR-08-199] Consequently, in patients with larger baseline amplitudes a small to modest loss in RGCs may not reduce the amplitudes below normal limits.[@b33-JOVR-08-199] This may explain why amplitude reduction was not observed in GSs in our study.

Application of the PERG ratio (ratio of the N95 wave amplitude in response to 0.8° and 16° checks) may circumvent the issue mentioned above. In normal subjects the amplitudes of responses to large and small checks are highly correlated; this means an individual with large 0.8° amplitudes also has large 16° amplitudes but the ratio remains larger than 1. In early glaucoma, the amplitude of the response to small checks becomes affected out of proportion to that of large checks and thus the ratio falls below 1.[@b20-JOVR-08-199] In the current study PERG ratio was significantly reduced in EMPOAG as compared to normal controls and GSs. Although GS patients also had slightly smaller ratios than normal subjects (which may indicate very early RGC loss) the difference failed to reach statistical significance. Bode et al[@b34-JOVR-08-199] reported that this ratio is able to identify high risk GSs four years before conversion to manifest glaucoma.

As mentioned above, peak time latency indicates altered temporal properties of RGCs. N95 latency was significantly delayed in EMPOAG with both check sizes as compared to normal controls. The relatively spared P50 latency we observed may be due to its distinct origin in the distal retina.[@b6-JOVR-08-199] The same phenomenon was seen in GSs in whom N95 latency was longer than normal controls.

There is disparity in the literature on peak time assessment in glaucoma and no constant pattern has been observed.[@b7-JOVR-08-199],[@b9-JOVR-08-199] Porciatti and Ventura reported that a reduced number of neurons results in lower amplitudes but the phase remains constant.[@b35-JOVR-08-199] Our results are in agreement with two recent studies in which progressive retinal changes were monitored. Bode et al[@b34-JOVR-08-199] reported 0.8° peak time as a good predictor of conversion in a group of glaucoma suspects and Ventura et al[@b29-JOVR-08-199] reported longitudinal reduction in both amplitude and phase (increased latency) in glaucoma suspects. These findings are consistent with large clinical trials illustrating that functional parameters (provided by perimetry) may precede ONH changes in 35% to 86% of patients: VF defects were first seen in 35% of patients in the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study, the corresponding figure was 60% in the European Glaucoma Prevention Study and 86% in the Early Manifest Glaucoma Trial.[@b36-JOVR-08-199]

PERG amplitude and peak time represent distinct aspects of RGC dysfunction; amplitude reduction may be a sign of lost RGCs, dysfunctional RGCs, or a combination of both,[@b21-JOVR-08-199],[@b35-JOVR-08-199] whereas delayed PERG peak time may indicate that viable but stressed RGCs are responding in a slow manner. New evidence has suggested that retrograde axonal transport becomes dysfunctional before the axons and RGCs are actually lost.[@b37-JOVR-08-199] Our results in GS eyes may indicate that although viable RGCs may not display anatomical changes or become reduced in number, their dysfunction may become manifest as reduced temporal response to visual stimuli.[@b21-JOVR-08-199] Reduced activity of RGCs (delayed peak time) without reduced amplitude may arise from synaptic and transport delay which are known to be the first changes prior to RGC death.[@b37-JOVR-08-199]-[@b38-JOVR-08-199] With further damage, both latency and amplitude become affected as observed in our EMPOAG patients.

These findings may have implications in clinical practice; research on the mechanisms of RGC degeneration has revealed that early events in glaucomatous neurodegeneration are loss of synaptic connectivity at the dendritic level together with both anterograde and retrograde axonal transport deficits.[@b5-JOVR-08-199],[@b39-JOVR-08-199] It is believed that at this stage, dysfunctional axonal transport is not associated with significant degeneration of RGC soma and axons, and that these deficits are reversible. This reversibility was confirmed in studies showing a significant increase in amplitude and decrease in peak time of PERG waves after surgical[@b40-JOVR-08-199] or medical IOP reduction in ocular hypertensive and glaucoma patients.[@b41-JOVR-08-199] Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that neuronal activity can eliminate apoptosis,[@b39-JOVR-08-199] therefore early detection of functional deficits prior to RGC death may raise the prospect of enhancing synaptic function in sick RGCs and preventing vision loss in glaucoma.[@b42-JOVR-08-199]

Our results are in agreement with previous studies and suggest that P50 and N95 amplitudes in response to small checks may have the greatest discriminatory power especially in patients with unreliable visual ﬁelds and GSs; these functional parameters may also help determine the appropriate time for treatment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on PERG parameters in an Iranian population; as mentioned by Ventura et al[@b9-JOVR-08-199] some discrepancies between our results and previous reports may stem from race specific differences in RGC electrical activity. Another possible confounder is our relatively small sample size; our subjects were selected based on very restricted criteria which may explain some minor differences in certain parameters. Glaucoma suspects exemplify shortcomings of current technologies to identify early glaucomatous damage. Our results suggest that the clinical suspicion of damage may actually be associated with visual dysfunction demonstrated by electrophysiological changes. Abnormal PERG parameters may therefore serve as an additional risk factor together with well- established risk factors of glaucoma[@b9-JOVR-08-199] and help identify patients at higher risk of progression.
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![Pattern electroretinographic (PERG) tracings of the right and left eyes (left and right columns, respectively) in three representative cases. Within each printout the upper tracing represents the PERG response to large (16 degree) checks while the lower tracing is the response to small (0.8 degree) checks. Upper image set, PERG in a normal control, note the amplitude and peak time of the P50 and N95 waves; middle image set, PERG tracings in a glaucoma suspect, note the increased latency despite normal amplitudes; lower image set, PERG tracings in a case of early manifest glaucoma, note both the increased latency and reduced amplitude of both waves.](JOVR-08-199f1){#f1-JOVR-08-199}

###### 

PERG parameters in the study population (N=98)

                                                  Normal (a)             GS (b)                EMPOAG (c)   P[†](#tfn2-JOVR-08-199){ref-type="table-fn"}†   MC
  ----------- ------------- --------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ------------ ----------------------------------------------- ----
  Latency                                                                                                                                                   
              L P50B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      51± 2                 52± 2                  52± 3                 0.193        \-                                              
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   50 (48 to 57)         53 (48 to 57)          51 (48 to 60)                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                            
              S P50B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      56± 3                 57± 3                  57± 3                 0.317        \-                                              
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   56 (51 to 64)         57 (50 to 63)          57 (51 to 64)                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                            
              L N95B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      101± 7                110± 11                108± 9                \<0.001      (a,b),(a,c)                                     
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   102 (86 to 119)       108 (93 to 131)        106 (96 to 131)                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                            
              S N95B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      102± 3                110± 7                 108± 7                \<0.001      (a,b),(a,c)                                     
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   102 (95 to 109)       110 (98 to 130)        105 (98 to 121)                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                            
  Amplitude                                                                                                                                                 
              L P50B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      9.88± 2.44            10.57± 3.53            8.73± 2.43            0.037        (b,c)                                           
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   9.27 (5.92 to 15.7)   10.25 (3.76 to 18.1)   8.84 (3.25 to 13.5)                                                                
                                                                                                                                                            
              S P50B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      9.63± 3.54            9.34± 3.78             7.17± 3.17            0.012        (a,c)(b,c)                                      
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   8.93 (5.22 to 19.5)   8.93 (3.14 to 17.6)    6.72 (1.98 to 14.7)                                                                
                                                                                                                                                            
              L N95B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      11.53± 2.72           11.95± 3.16            9.83± 2.48            0.007        (b,c)                                           
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   11.1 (6.77 to 17.3)   11.4 (5.6 to 20)       10.2 (4.49 to 16.8)                                                                
                                                                                                                                                            
              S N95B-W                                                                                                                                      
               Mean±SD      12.6± 4.02            12.09± 3.85            8.76± 3.16            \<0.001      (a,c),(b,c)                                     
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   12.2 (6.81 to 23)     11.4 (5.32 to 20.6)    9.03 (1.49 to 14.4)                                                                
                                                                                                                                                            
              Ratio                                                                                                                                         
               Mean±SD      1.09± 0.21            1.01± 0.2              0.89± 0.28            0.004        (a,c)                                           
                                                                                                                                                            
               Median (R)   1.1 (0.65 to 1.48)    1 (0.58 to 1.43)       0.9 (0.25 to 1.39)                                                                 

GS, glaucoma suspect; EMPOAG, early manifest glaucoma; SD; standard deviation; R, range; L P50 B-W, P50 wave response to large (16°) black-white stimulus; S P50 B-W, P50 wave response to small (0.8°) black-white stimulus; L N95 B-W, N95 wave response to large (16°) black-white stimulus; S N95 B-W, N95 wave response to small (0.8°) back-white stimulus MC, Multiple comparisons based on Bonferroni method.

Based on GEE analysis
